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Abstract 
We produce, for each n > 0, a subspace X, of IWZnf’ which does not embed in IR? and whose 
square has dimension n. This shows that a recent theorem about products of compact spaces cannot 
be extended to noncompact spaces. 
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Introduction 
Rather recently, the following dimension theory theorem regarding products of compact 
spaces has been proved. (See [2,5,7].) 
Theorem. Let X be a compact metric space satisfying dimX = n. Then the set of 
embeddings of X into R2n is dense in the space of continuous functions from X to R2n 
if and only if dimX x X < 2n. 
This result has been shown to be true with locally compact replacing compact in the 
hypothesis (see [6]). 
It is natural to ask if this theorem still holds without the assumption of local compact- 
ness, and W. Olszewski has raised this question. In this paper we show that, at least in 
one direction, the answer is no by giving, for each n > 1, an n-dimensional subspace 
X, of iR2nf’ which does not embed in Iw2” and whose square is n-dimensional. Thus 
dim&, = n, dimXi < 2n, and not only are the embeddings in It%2n ot dense but they 
are nonexistent. Thus, the question of which topology to use is irrelevant. 
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The example makes use of the Anderson-Keisler technique for controlling the growth 
of dimension in products [l]. 
Preliminaries 
We use IR to denote the real numbers, and c to denote the cardinality of R (IlRl). By 
a hyperplane in W”, we mean a translate of a linear subspace of IR’; the dimension of 
the hyperplane is its algebraic dimension which is the same as its topological dimension. 
Hyperplanes P and Q of dimension p and q in RL are in general position if the hyperplane 
P n Q has dimension max (0, p + q - k}. 
Example 
We give an example, for each n > 0, of an n-dimensional subset X, of R2nf1 
whose square is n-dimensional but which does not embed in IRzn. The space X, will be 
constructed by transfinite induction. It will be constructed so that Xi will be contained in 
a predetermined n-dimensional subset of lR4n+2 and so that X, does not embed in R*“. 
It follows immediately that dim W, = dim Xi = n. 
Requirements for keeping dimension down in the product 
Let 21 = {pi: 0 < i < 2n + 2) be the following set of points in IR2n+‘. First, ~0 is the 
origin,for1~j~2n+l,p~(i)=Oforall1~i~2n+1andi#jwhilep~(j)=1, 
and pzn+2(i) = 1/(2n + 1) for all 1 < i < 2n + 1, so that pzn+2 is the barycenter of 
the simplex determined by the other points. For K C U, let L(K) denote the simplex 
spanned by K, i.e., if K = { kl , k2, . . , k,}, 
L(K) = c Xiki: A, > 0 and CXi = 1 ; 
if K # v, then L(K) IS a (IKI - l)-dimensional simplex. Let K, = {K C w: 1 KI = 
n+ 1) andlet L, = {L(K): K E K,}. Then U& is the union of the n-faces of a 
2n + 2 simplex. As shown in [3], U L, does not embed in LR’“. Each L(K) E L, is 
contained in an n-dimensional hyperplane; let P denote the collection of these finitely 
many hyperplanes. Choose a point q E iR2n+1 such that if P E P, then (P + tq) n 
(P + wq) = 0 if t # w. For P E P, let P’ = {p + tq: p E P and t E R}. Then 
P’ = {P’: P E P} IS a collection of (n + I)-dimensional hyperplanes in R2nf’ and 
letting IL(t) = U L, + tq, IL(t) C IJ P’; if z E U P’ then there are at most finitely many 
t with z E IL(t), and IL(t) does not embed in R2”. 
Following from Anderson and Keisler [l], suppose F is a given collection of finitely 
many hyperplanes in lR4n+2; there are countably many 3n+ 1 spheres S = {Si: i E Z’} 
such that dimiR4n+2 \ U S = n, and for Si E S, Si & Hi where Hi is a (3n + 2)di- 
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mensional hyperplane which is in general position with respect to each translate of each 
element of F. Let H = {Hi: i E Z+}. 
For our purposes, let 0 denote the origin in IR2n+1, and let F be the collection obtained 
by taking all of the following three types of hyperplanes. 
Type 1: (P’, 0) = {(zr, 0): z E P’}, for P’ E P, 
Type 2: (0, P’) = { (0,x): z E P’}, for P’ E P, 
Type 3: (P’, P’) = ((z,~): IC E P’}, for P’ E P. 
We assume the collections S and H have obtained relative to this F. 
Note that each element of F is (n + I)-dimensional, so the intersection of Hi with a 
translate of an element of F is a (3n+ 2+n+ 1 - (4n+ 2) = I)-dimensional hyperplane; 
in particular, this intersection contains at most two points of any Sj, since Sj is a sphere. 
Requirements for keeping X from embedding in R2” 
Let G = {g a: QI < c} enumerate the Gg subsets of R2n+’ which embed in lR2n. By 
Lavrentieff’s Theorem (see [4]), if X C iR2n+’ embeds in R2n, then X is contained in a 
Gb set in lR2nf1 which embeds in R2”. We will choose X, to intersect the complement 
of each element of G. 
Construction 
Assume X, = {zcp: p < o} C lR 2n+’ has already been constructed such that: 
(i) X, xX,nUS=0, and 
(ii) for all fl < o, zp $! go. 
We must choose z, so that: 
(i) (X, u {i~,})~ n US = 0, and 
(ii) za $ gp. 
We show there is IL(&) such that if z E IL(&), then (X, U {x})” n US = 0. If this 
is true, then since IL@,) does not embed in R2n, IL(&) \ ga # 0, so we can choose 
2, E iL(t,) \ ga and (i) and (ii) will be satisfied. 
Suppose z E lJ P’ is such that (X, U {x})” n (J S # 0. Then one of the following 
occurs: 
(a) (x,x) E US. Then (2,~) E Si n (P’, P’) C Si n Hi n (P’,P’), for some i and 
some P’ E P’. There are only countably many such points z. 
(b) (z, u) E US, for some a E X,, so (~,a) E (P’,a) for some P’ E P’. Then 
(~,a) E Si n (P’, a) s Si n Hi n (P’,a) and there are only countably many such 
points 2; over all a in X, and P’ in P’ there are fewer than c such points z. 
(c) (a, z) E U S, for some a E X,. Similarly to (b) there are fewer than c such points. 
Thus there are fewer than c points z of UP’ such that (X, U {x})~ n U S # 0. Since 
each point of UP’ is in IL(t) for only finitely many values of t, then there is t, such 
that IL@,) contains none of these points, and z, can be chosen. 
Finally let X, = {X,: a < c}. It is clear by virtue of(i) and (ii) that X, is as desired. 
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